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OUTLOOK FOR SOMEDAY- SUSTAINABILITY FILM CHALLENGE

- Placed in top 20 for my film “Tama lti”
- Gained experience directing, filming, editing 
- Received secondary school Teraway Magazine award
- Attended red carpet event

AROTAHI - ART BASED YOUTH GROUP

- Designed prototype promotional material
- Catered for the youth justice programme
- Helped organise Coloursplash 2015

WEEKEND WARRIORS - LEADERSHIP BASED YOUTH GROUP

- Filmed & edited promotional material
- Taught youth and adults traditional Maori games
- Constructed a range of Taonga Takaro equipment
- Delivered workshops at various schools, holiday 
  programmes and music festivals

PICTURE PERFECT PHOTOGRAPHY EXHIBITION - TE AHU CENTRE

- 5 photographs displayed at exhibition standard
- Gained 4 Level 3 NCEA credits

EDUCATION:

Universal College of Learning | 2018 | Certificate of Art and Design Level 4

Weltec Institute of Technology | 2020-2021 | Diploma in Creativity Level 5

Weltec Institute of Technology | 2021-2022 | Diploma in Creativity Level 6

Weltec Institute of Technology | 2022-2023 | Bachelor in Creativity Level 7

EXPERIENCE:

I’m an indegenous artist knowledgeable of many mediums. My works range from 
film, to printmaking, graphic design, animation and much more. I am currently un-
dergoing the second half of my Bachelors degree in Creativity and have a collec-
tion of digital and dry media emanating from said course. In the past I’ve worked 
on a range of group projects that have resulted in public interactivity and gain. 
Individually, I strive to create relative and practical works while being as ethi-

cal and inclusive as possible.

ARTIST PRORTFOLIO
MAIA WOOD // PANDERLOPIA // WEEKEND WARRIOR



DIGITAL Artmodelling projects

Ngake & Whataitai inspired sculpture concept model (interactive)

Dystopian building concept - green screen stills attatched

World building artefact (Crystal wand in laser cut sliding box)

“Flava” digital drawings for end of year exhibition

“You’ll find me in the fifth dimention” loop text animation

“Conspiracy” digital drawings for end of year exhibition

“It’s all an illusion” loop text/shape animation



GRAPHIC DESIGN mixed media

i
o

“The Boy & The Taniwha” childrens book cover re-invented

“Coloniser” posters ironically inspired by war propaganda

Exhibition Poster Concept Typography name concepts
“Goblin Boyz” mixed media print + photography

“Weighed to The Bottom” collage

“Beauty in Graf” mixed media polaroidsFilm-inspired collage


